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A poem by me 'Strong Stands the Youth' says "Be sturdy like the Himalayas, soft like the grains
of sand from Thar, zesty like the waters from Bay of Bengal, behold the values of saints and
priests; oh youth of India, through you breathes the nation and through you it shall rise." It
depicts that the youth of a nation should possess the attributes of its land and strive incessantly to
lead the country towards the path of success. Amidst the cacophony that prevails in the nation,
the youth shall find measures to weave an environment of peace and progress. However, many of
us often impose questions about why does all these dense clouds of a nation's development are
placed on the shoulder of its youth?
It is important to realize that it is not the just the youth that is responsible for the overall
development of the nation, every citizen is equally important for the progress of a country.
Nevertheless, youth is the time when a person is in its most energetic state, it is a stage of life
where one can move beyond the horizon and explore its capabilities in totality. Since a country's
future depends on its youth, it can be rightly said that youth is the building block of a nation.
Whoever is in power today will pass away and then young ones shall overrule its ancestors.
Hence, it is very important for a country to produce educated, healthy and hardworking youth. A
nation is similar to a family; the responsibility of its wellbeing passes over from the old ones to
the young ones. If the coming generation dwells in laziness, procrastination and ill habits, the
nation will witness a turmoil and gradually it will sink. The youth is the upcoming doctors,
scientists, musicians, sportsperson, politicians, artists and dramatists. If the quality of youth is
deteriorated then it is clearly visible that the nation will lose all its assets and fall down to the
pedestal. Imagine if there were no students in Indian schools, colleges, and sport fields, do you
think ISRO would have been successful to build Chandrayaan or AIMS to deliver excellent
medical services or engineers inventing new technologies or we would have received
uncountable numbers of medals in various sports championships?
It does not require a second thought to accept that youth is the flag bearer of a nation. The role of
youth is not limited to education and sports; it rises up to bringing revolutions in the nation. A
bright youth is able to find the faults in the society and begins to condemn them, giving birth to a
more morale society. Social evils like sati, child marriage, and discrimination on the bases of
gender and color collapsed because the active youth revolted against it. Thus, social revolutions
also take place through the youth. If the youth of a nation cannot protest against injustice, the
nation reduces into a madhouse of floating crimes. It is not only the responsibility but also the
duty of youth to get educated so that they can draw a wedge between the wrong and right.
Nevertheless, education should not be limited only to academics but should be able to imbibe
virtues and morals in the hearts and minds of the young ones. An academically excellent youth
that looms in crime can never establish productivity and growth.
Imagine if in 1857, Mangal Pandey decided to succumb to British exploitation instead of leading
the first war of Indian Independence, we would have still been clasped in the the palms of
ruthless Britishers. One cannot ignore the power that resides in a youthful heart. A nation's youth
should be courageous enough to fight for its individuality and sovereignty of its motherland
otherwise the nation will witness its end.
Hence, the role of youth in nation building does not limit only in the acts of leading its progress,
it stretches to protection of the land, securing the human rights of all the other citizens, in making

affective policies, in bringing revolutions when needed and also in making sure that nation is free
from crime, injustice and any kind of discrimination.
As Swami Vivekananda once said, "A brave, frank, clean-hearted, and aspiring youth is the only
foundation on which the future of a nation can be built." It truly reflects the importance of the
youth in overall development, growth and progress of the nation. Last but not the least, the youth
should come together shoulder to shoulder and work in collaboration to tie this nation with a
thread of peace, harmony, health and success. It is through the youth together that this nation will
rule the ground like lion in the forest and will seize the sky like eagles gliding through the
storms.

A LETTER TO THE STUDENTS OF THE NATION
SHIVANGI SHARMA
Dear Students,
You are the future of this great land. The land that was once known as the GOLDEN BIRD. Our
mother India is facing thousands of problems, which troubles her and her wealth in several
manners. So now, being her child, it is our responsibility as the youth of our country to bring
back the happiness our mother (India) needs. Students are social actors and are progressive;
your ideas can bring a positive change and can make the country prosper. Your little efforts can
bring a big change. You all represent the most dynamic segment of the population, your vision
and participation matters in each and every field whether it is political, social or economical
sectors. It is time that students use their knowledge that they are earning and ensure that each
step whether it is taken by the students or the government should be taken for the country’s
prosperity.
Students it is time to stand against all the evil that is happening in the country, we have to start
working for the progress and prosperity of Mother India.

YOURS TRULY,
SHIVANGI SHARMA

THE WORLD IS WAITING FOR SOMEBODY
VIVEK KULESH

The world is waiting for somebody waiting and waiting for future heroes
Somebody to put the firm foundation of society.
Somebody to raise the voice of unity
Somebody to establish the kingdom of youth
Somebody to lift the weak and needy,
Do you question yourself ‘who’ it is?

You, mY dear it is ‘’You’'
The love of human kind is waiting for the future Artists,
Somebody to show the way to succeed,
Somebody to signify the true image of students
Somebody to be the instrument of growth
Somebody to carry the light,
Do you wonder about the question ‘who’?
It is you my dear Aloysians it is you.

The Face of Judas Iscariot
BONNIE CHAMBERLAIN
Centuries ago a great artist was enraged to paint a mural, for the cathedral in a Sicilian town.
Mural means wall painting. The subject was ‘The life of Jesus.’ For many years, the artist
labored diligently, and finally the painting was finished except for the two most important
figures. The figure of the child Jesus and Judas Iscariot. He searched everywhere for people who
could be models for these two figures. One while walking in an old part of the city he came up
some children playing in the street. Among them was a twelve-year-old boy whose face stirred
the painter’s heart. It was the face of an angel. Perhaps, but the face he needed. The artist took
the child home with him, and day after day, the boy sat patiently until the Christ child was
finished. However, the painter still found no one to serve as model for the portrait of Judas. For
years, haunted by the fear that his masterpiece would remain unfinished, he continues his
search. The story of the unfinished masterpiece spread afar, and many men, fancying
themselves of wicked countenance, offered to pose as models for the face of Judas. However,
the artist was not satisfied. He wanted his Judas to be a man whose life had been destroyed by
greed and lust. Then one afternoon as he sat in the tavern over his daily glass of wine, a gaunt
and tattered figure staggered across the threshed and fell upon the floor “wine, wine,” he
begged. The painter lifted him up, and looked into a face that startled him. It seemed to bear
the marks of every sin of mankind. Greatly excited, the old painter helped the profligate to his
feet. “come with me, and I will give you wine, and food and clothing”, he said. Here at last was
the model for Judas. For many days and fart of many nights the painter worked feverishly to
complete his masterpiece. At the work went on a change came over the model. A stronger
tension replaced the stupors anger, and his bloodshot eyes were fixed with horror on the
painted likeness of himself. One day, perceiving his subject’s agitation. The painter paused in
his work “My Son I’d like to help you, he said what troubles you so?” “Do you not then
remember me? Years ago, I was your model for the Child Jesus.” Now my face that was
completely evil. The suggestion is that completely evil. But slowly he becomes wicked and loses
his innocence. This is a story about all of us.
CONTRIBUTED BY- JINOSE ANTHONY

Riddles
LEANDRA PEREIRA

WHAT GOES UP WHEN THE RAIN COMES DOWN?
ANS. AN UMBERALLA

PATCHES OVER PATCHES WITHOUT ANY STICHES?
ANS. A CABBAGE

WHEN THINGS GO WRONG, WHAT CAN YOU COUNT ON?
ANS. YOUR FINGERS

WHATS BLACK AND WHITE AND BLUE ?
ANS. A SAD ZEBRA

WHAT HAS A NECK BUT NO HEAD ?
ANS.A BOTTLE

WHICH LETTER OF THE ALPHABET HAS THE MOST WATER ?
ANS.THE LETTER “C”

WHAT IS THE LONGEST WORD IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE? ANS.
SMILES (BECAUSE THERE IS A MILE BETWEEN THE TWO S’s)

WHAT CAN FLY BUT HAS NO WINGS ?
ANS. TIME

CAN YOU SPELL EIGHTY IN TWO LETTERS?
ANS. A T
WHICH NATION DOES NOT REMAIN SINGLE?
ANS. COMBINATION

HONESTY MAKES US EXTRAORDINARY
LAKHAN SINGH INVATEE

God has placed each one of us in this wonderful world full of beauty. Therefore, as brothers and
sisters we should live together in a friendly and brotherly way. Today, there is very little
friendliness in this world. There are people whom we don’t like and there are others who don’t
like us, what creates this enmity between human beings? It is dishonesty.
We have to leave behind dishonesty and restart our journey towards our goals.
The future of India depends on our students. A country’s name and fame rests on the youth.
If the power of young men or students is directed to constructive the whole nation moves
towards development. A nation can make progress only when it gets the co-operation from all
its citizens. And for that we need to educate our youth. Good education creates a new mindset
that promotes ingenuity, passion, and personal relationship. It requires thinking outside the
established norms. Thinking outside the box is a must. Education must help us to do so. It is the
way that we will be able to identify problems and formulate solution. This type of mindset
depends on risk taking because that is the only way one can truly live out of his or her passion
without being discriminated .
A person with a progressive mindset, necessarily experiences failure. The problem is that
our society fears and despise failure. Many teach their kids to be number one! But how is it
possible if they are not giving them freedom to choose their interest goal?
India is a developing country. The young men can do a lot to make it developed. They can go
to rural areas for giving adult education, for doing social works for the poor villagers, for
teaching them new technology to develop themselves.
To play their role in modern India we need to tell the youth to make themselves
disciplined and honest. India is fortunate that it has more than 60%of its total population of the
country consisting young people. And most of them are the students. These young people can
do a lot in the development work of the country. All these works are possible only when
students are honest to their duties because this kind of mindset will lead our country to beyond
of our imagination.

ROLE OF STUDENTS IN NATION BUILDING
“Your pride for your country should not come after your country becomes great; Your country becomes great
because of your pride in it ‘’.
The future of the country depends on its students, the upcoming youth of a nation. Students
are filled with passion, will and determination. A nation can make progress when it has its
human resources. it is essential that students must be aware of their duties.
Since India is a developing country, it needs more and more effort and hands to make it a
developed country by encouraging the students and directing their goals to country’s goal
which can lead to success.
India is rapidly changing country in which inclusive high quality education is of utmost
importance for its future prosperity. the country is currently in a youth bulge phase. it has the
largest youth population in the world.
The demographic change could be a powerful engine of economic growth and development. if
Indian manages to modernize and expand its education system, raise educational attainment
levels, and provide skill to its youth.
All they need is the trust of their parents and elders. they want them to help them to have a
clear vision about their thoughts, to help them be more disciplined towards them.
The government of the nation should try to create opportunities for students to participate in
developing their skills. to help them each master a skill they are good in.

CONTRIBUTED BY-PALLAVI KEWAT

JOKES
BY : ESAK TIRKEY
Sunil: My father is very strong. he can stop a moving bus with his hands.
Sanjay: But my father can stop a hundred cars at the same time.”
Sunil: How?
Sanjay: He is a traffic police man.

The doctor to the patient: ‘you’re very sick’
The patient to doctor: Can I get a second opinion?
The doctor again: ‘Yes, you are very ugly too….’

Student: “Would you punish me for something I didn’t do?”
Teacher: “Of course not”
Student: Good, because I haven’t done my homework.’

A man goes to a doctor and says, “Doctor, whenever I touch anything , it hurts.”
The doctor asks: “What do you mean?”
The man says: When I touch my shoulder, it hurts. If I touch my knee- OUCH!
When I touch my forehead, it really, really hurts.”
The doctor says: I know what’s wrong with you- you have broken your finger!”

Son to mother: “I wish to stop studying.”
“Why so?” asked the mother.
“I heard the news that someone was shot dead, because he knew too much.”

YOUNG MINDS OF OUR NATION
ARYAA PANDEY
ARYAA PANDEY ASKED THE STUDENTS OF DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS A COMMAN
QUESTION: WHAT IS THE ROLE OF STUDENTS IN NATION BUILDING ?
HERE ARE THEIR OPINIONS:NAME: SHUBHAM RAJ AHIRWAR
AGE: 21
According to world survey, India has highest population of youth ,the youth which is energetic
and productive in its respective fields. When it comes to nation building , we must first improve
ourselves-“AAPO DEEPO BHAVA “.
“A developed India by 2020 or even earlier, is not a dream. It need not be a mere vision in the
minds of many Indians. It is a mission we can all take up – and succeed.’’
Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
Our former President had a strong vision of our country being counted amongst one of the
developed nations of the world . But still our nation is underdeveloped. So we should focus on
implementing our older plans successfully rather than making new ones. We should develop
ourselves and the society by having a positive mindset and beautiful thoughts. Only then we
can develop our nation just like the great leaders of the world.

NAME: NANDANI PATKAR
AGE: 20
Youth is the present and future of our country, hence, the youth has a very important role to
play in our country. To talk about the present, we see highest percentage of population is
youth, actively participating in social, political and moral activities. Therefore, they have more
contribution to do so. The educated youth know about their plans and can wisely take best
decisions for themselves.

NAME: SAMIKSHA VISHWAKARMA
AGE: 23
Present day world has a lot of competition. Each person has different mindsets, different plans
about their future. One thinks he can be at top in one field and the other thinks the same way
but in a different field .Hence, everyone competes with each other that makes them better
than the rest .If each person will benefit himself or herself, the society will be benefited. If
societies are benefited, communities are benefited. If our communities are benefited, the
nation is benefited.

NAME: TANYA BADKUL
AGE: 20
Our youth is energetic. They live in a modern world. They have all kinds of technology and other
brilliant facilities. So having all these assets youth should understand the world better. Their
minds also run similar to today’s modern and creative ways .Hence; our youth should create a
bridge between the old and the new generation using their energy and creativity.

NAME: PINKI RAI
AGE: 20
The youth of our country is active, hence, they are capable of achieving any target . Our young
generation consists of people who fall in between the senior generation of old mindset and the
modern generation of new ideologies .Our youth can work towards developing both
generations together and enlighten them about various new and productive things which they
are capable of doing . With a broad mindset and optimistic efforts , youth can changes a nation
for the best!

NAME : AWINASH KASHYAP
AGE: 17
Youth of our country is enthusiastic. Many a times cases of discrimination between boys and
girls are witnessed. In states in Haryana , girls are seen as incapable of doing something , they
are unworthy of any valuable thing . hence , girls should be empowered .For example, when
used to go to district panchayat (jury) for wall painting, we met ladies who were illiterate or the
ladies who did not even know what school is. There were ladies inadvertent about terms like
centimeter or inch.
At the end , I just want to say that if the youth wants to develop the nation , it should primarily
focus on the development and empowerment of the female citizens with the help of the
modern mindset of our youth .

COLLEGE DIARY 2019-2020
November 16th:

1. Robin Singh and Duejendra Tiwari had participated in the Lallantop Quiz held at TV Today
Studio, Noida, which was telecasted on AAJ TAK TEZ Hindi news channel of TV Today
Network.
2. Students participated in the intercollegiate Youth Festival Rally.

3. NSS student volunteers participated in Narmada Sewa.
November 16th-17th:

Narmada National Youth Parliament was organized. 600 students from 52
institutions from various parts of the nation attended the programme.

November 20th:

To foster communal harmony among Students and to mark communal harmony
campaign week JIRG organized an essay writing and poster competition.

November 21st:

1. Honored Prajwal for winning Gold Medal in all India OGFKI Karate Competitions
2. Dept. Of Botany released newsletter "trends in microbiology"

November 23rd:
November 26th:

Dept. Of Management held parent's teacher's meetings.
1. Online lecture series on "stock market trading” for management students was
organized by dept. of management from 26th November 2019.
2. Lecture series on Noble Price winners 2019 for faculty started. 3. Constitution Day
celebrated by Dept. Of Political Science Guest lecture by Mr. Siddhartha Seth,
advocate, M.P. high court, JBP

November 27th:

Dept. Pf management organized interdisciplinary activity: Dr.Niharika Singh
addressed the students of BBA on phonetics and Phonetics and phonology from
November 18th-20th.

November 30th:

Students of BBA visited Max New York Life Insurance office to learn about the
practices in sales and marketing.

December 1st:
December 2nd:

World AIDS Day was celebrated by NSS
1. Review on Nobel Prize for Chemistry was presented by Ms. Nidhi khare.
2. Candle March protest against atrocities and injustice towards girls was held.
3. Jairam Chaudhary won Gold medal in 4th All India Flying Kick Championship.
4. Honored Muskan Kirar for winning silver medal in 21st Asian archery championship
Bangkok 2019

December 3rd:

Ms. Aditi Verma shared her experience of visit to Singapore for NCC Youth
Exchange programme

December 4th:

Session on cyber-crimes was taken by Shri Ankit Shukla, S.P. state cyber police,
Jabalpur zone

December 5th:

Review of the Noble Peace Prize was presented by Dr. Tuhina johri

December 6th:

Dr. Anthonima Robin presented Review of Noble Prize for economics

December 7th:

Oath was taken by the students to obey traffic rules organized by SAC along with
traffic police and vision ordinance JBP

December 9th:

Mr. Nadirshaw K. Dhondy, an advocate at the Supreme Court delivered a lecture on
corporate social responsibility.

December 10th:

Review on Booker prize 2019was presented by Ms. Roomanhi Wahid

December 11th:

senior cadet captain Abhishek Mahawar of NCC Navy wing shared experience of his
3 nations visit during youth exchange program

December 13th:

Inauguration of national seminar on role of skill development in transforming Indian
workforce

December 16th:

Agaaz 2019

December 20th:

Under the banner of Jabalpur, inter religious forum Christmas programme was
organized in SAIT.

December 21st:

Students took part in the Annual sports day 2019

2020
January 4th:

Annual social gathering 2019 to 2020 was organized.

January 13th:

Design incubation center idea sharing with JNKVV scientist and coordinator of
incubation center Dr. Sunnel Nahatkar.

January 17th:

Actions song competition held for Christian student’s fellowship.
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